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ABSTRACT 
Here we give all possible gap sequences of Weierstrass points of complex bielliptic curves. 
Let E be a complex elliptic curve and rr : X --t E a double covering with X 
smooth complex projective curve of genus g > 6. Since g > 6 every bielliptic 
curve X is associated to a unique double covering rr : X -+ E by Castelnuovo- 
Severi inequality (see e.g. [AC]). Let B(r) := {Bi , . . . , Bzg _ 2} c E be the branch 
locus of rr and R(n) := x -‘(B(n)) c X the ramification locus of n. The triple 
(E, X, r) is uniquely determined up to isomorphism by E, B(n) and the choice 
of a line bundle M E Picg-’ (E) with M @2 zO~(B(rr)). Viceversa, giving any 
subset B(rr) of 2g - 2 points of E and a corresponding line bundle M, we obtain 
rr : X + E. Let Y := OK c Pg-’ be the canonical model of X. It is known 
(see e.g. [ACGH], Ch. VI, Ex. E-l, p. 269) that Y is contained in a cone Twith 
vertex v $ Y and as base a linearly normal degree g - 1 elliptic curve C c Pg - 2. 
Furthermore, C g E and under this isomorphism OC( 1) goes to M. The cone T 
is the union of the lines spanned by the pairs of points of X with the same image 
in E. Since we are in characteristic 0 there are (g - 1)2 points P(i), 
1 < i 5 (g - 1)2, such that OE((g - l)P(i)) cz M. Under the isomorphism of E 
and C these points go exactly to the (g - 1)2 inflectional points Q(i), 1 5 
i 5 (g - 1)2, of C as curve of Pgp2 (i.e. the points, P, of C such that the oscu- 
lating hyperplane has contact of order > g - 1 with C at P) each of them of 
weight 1 (e.g. use that by Riemann-Roth for every Q E C and every integer t 
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with 1 5 t < g - 2 the scheme tQ spans a linear space of dimension t - 1 and 
that by definition (g - l)Q is contained in a hyperplane of Pg - * if and only if Q 
is an inflectional point of C). Every ramification point P of n is a Weierstrass 
point of X and we are in one of the following cases: 
Type I: P is not one of the points P(i); the sequence of non gaps of P is given 
by the integers 2t (2 < t 5 g - l), 2g - 1, 2g,. .; P has weight w(P) = 
(g* - 5g + 6)/2. 
Type II: P is one of the points P(i); the sequence of non gaps of P is given by 
the integers 2t (2 5 t 5 g - 2), 2g - 3, 2g - 2, 2g,. .; P has weight w(P) = 
(g2 - 5g + 10)/2. 
For a ‘general’ (X, 7r) all the ramification points are Weierstrass points of type I, 
because for general B(T) and every associated M and P(i), 1 5 i 5 (g - l)*, we 
have P(i) q! L?(T) for every i. 
Remark 0.1. Since the total weight of the Weierstrass points of X is 
(g-l)g(g+l) and (2g-2)(g*-5g+10)/2<(g_l)g(g+l) forg>6, we 
are sure that on every bielliptic curve of genus g > 6 there is at least one 
Weierstrass point which is not a ramification point. 
In this paper we will give all possible non gap sequences for the Weierstrass 
points of bielliptic curves of genus g 2 6 (see Theorem 0.3). The corresponding 
problem is trivial for hyperelliptic curves and solved for trigonal curves (see [C] 
and [K]). 
Lemma 0.2. Let P E X be a Weierstrass point which is not a ramification point. 
Then one of the following 3 cases occurs: 
Type (a): the sequence of non gaps of P isg - 1 andg + 2 + jfor allj > 0; P has 
weight w(P) = 2. 
Type (b): there is an integer k with 1 5 k 5 g - 2, k # g - 3, such that the se- 
quenceofnongapsofPisg-l,g+jforalljwithl <j<kandg+k+2+tfor 
all t 2 0; P has weight w(P) = k + 2. 
Type (c): there is an integer k with 0 < k 5 g - 2 such that the sequence of non 
gaps of P is g + j for all j with 0 5 j 5 k and g + k + 2 + t for all integers t > 0; P 
has weight w(P) = k + 1. 
Proof. By Castelnuovo-Severi nequality (see e.g. [AC]) if d 5 g - 2 every base 
point free gi on X is the pull-back by x of a degree d/2 pencil on E. Hence the 
first non gap of P is g - 1 or g and types (a), (b), (c) are all a priori possible non 
gap sequences with this restriction; as remarked by the referee, the condition 
k # g - 3 in type (b) comes from the semigroup property for the set of non- 
gaps. Cl 
Theorem 0.3. For every elliptic curve E and every g 2 6 all types (a), (b) and (c) 
Vor all possible choices of the integers k) occur as sequences of non gaps of some 
bielliptic curve. 
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We will prove also (see Theorem 1.3) that for every g 2 6 and every E a ‘general’ 
double covering of genus g of E has as Weierstrass points 2g - 2 ramification 
points of type I and 6(g - 1)2 non ramification points of type (c) with respect o 
the integer k = 0 (i.e. 6(g - 1)2 ordinary Weierstrass points). 
We want to thank the referee for a careful reading of the paper. The first 
named author was partially supported by MURST and GNSAGA of CNR 
(Italy). The second named author was partially supported by CNR (Italy), 
KOSEF and KOSEF-GARC. 
I. THE PROOFS 
We will use the notations introduced in the introduction. Let H be a hyperplane 
of Pg-’ not passing through the vertex v of the cone T. Set A := T fl H. A is a 
smooth elliptic curve and the projection from v induces an isomorphism of A 
with C (and hence with I?). We will use this isomorphism to speak of the line 
bundle M’ E Picg-l (A) corresponding to M and of the associated points Q(i)‘, 
1 5 i < (g - 1)2. Set Q[H] := {Q(i)‘, 1 < i 5 (g - 1)2} c A. Fix P E A and for 
every integer t > 0 let { tP} be O-dimensional subscheme of A which is a degree t 
effective divisor of A with P as support. Let r : W := P(OE $ M’) + T be the 
minimal resolution of the vertex of the cone T. W is a ruled surface over E; call 
p : W + E the projection. For the geometric and cohomological properties of 
ruled surfaces, see [Ha], Ch. V, $2. We have Pic( W) s Pit(E) @ Zh with 
h := r-‘(v); h has normal bundle isomorphic to M’ and hence h2 = 1 - g. The 
curve r-l ( Y) is a smooth element of lhB2 @ MR2) and vice versa by the ad- 
junction formula every smooth element of 1hB2 @ MB21 is mapped iso- 
morphically by r onto a canonically embedded curve of genus g and the map p 
makes this curve a double covering of E. Sincep,(h) g a0~ @ M’ andp,(hX2) % 
OE @ M* @ M*@2, we have p,(h @MM) 2 M@OE and p*(hE2 8 MB2) ” 
Moz2 @ M@OE. Hence we have h”( W, h @ M) = g and h”( W, h@’ CG MB2) = 
3g - 2. Fix an integer z with g 5 z 5 2g - 3; if P E Q[H] we assume z 5 2g - 4. 
Let Y’ c T be a smooth degree 2g - 2 curve such that r-l ( Y’) is a smooth ele- 
ment of lh802 18 Mm21 and assume that Y’ contains {zP} but not {(z + 1)P). 
Since A = T n H as schemes and Y’ c T, this assumption is equivalent to the 
assumption that the divisor H n Y’ of Y’ contains P with multiplicity exactly z. 
Lemma 1.1. Assume that P is not a ram$cationpoint of Y’ + E. Then we have: 
(1) P is a Weierstrass point of Y’; 
(2) ifP E Q[H], then P is a Weierstrasspoint of type (a) or of type (b) of Y’; 
(3) if P # Q[H], then P is a Weierstrasspoint of type (c) with associated integer 
k = z - g of Y’; 
(4) if P E Q[H] and z > g + 1, then P is a Weierstrass point of type (b) of Y’ 
with associated integer k = z - g; 
(5) ifP E Q[H] and z = g, then P is a Weierstrasspoint of type (a) of Y’. 
Proof. Since z > g and ZP is contained in the canonical divisor Y’ n H of Y’, P 
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is a Weierstrass point of Y’. Note that {gP} spans H because deg(H n T) = 
g - 1. Hence {zP} spans H. Since {.zP} spans H, the canonical divisor H f’ Y’ 
is the unique one containing zP. Since by assumption (z + 1)P is not contained 
in H, (z + 1)P is not special. Hence if {zP} spans H all the assertions (2), (3), (4) 
and (5) follow from the definitions of the types (a), (b) and (c). Cl 
Remark 1.2. Note that if P E Q[H] (i.e. (g - 1)P E IM’J), then 2(g - 1)P E 
jM’o’[ and hence for every smooth J E Iho2 @ Mo2) with ((2g - 3)P) c J we 
have {2(g - l)P} c J and OJ(2(g - 1)P) E WJ. 
Proof of Theorem 0.3. We use the notations introduced for the statement of 
Lemma 1.1. Fix the integer z with g 5 z 5 2g- 2. Set P’ := r-‘(P), 
C’ := r-l (C) and let { tP’} be the subscheme r-l ({ tP}). Since v 6 H we have 
C’ E C and {tP’} 2 {tP} f or every t. Let V(tP’, C’) be the linear subsystem 
lho2 @ M@22Z~,pt~I of )ho2 8 Mo21. By Lemma 1.1 it is sufficient to find a 
smooth element Y” E V(zP’, C’) with Y” $ V((z + l)P’, C’). Since V(zP’, C’) 
contains reducible elements C’ u D with D E Ih 18 MI we see that V(zP’, C’) has 
no base point outside C’ and that a general element of V(zP’, C’) is smooth at 
{P’}. First assume z 2 2g - 4 or z = 2g - 3 but (2g - 2)P $ lA4’021; here, as 
remarked by the referee, we exclude the value k = g - 3 for type (b). Looking at 
the reducible elements of V(zP’, C’) with 2h as a component, we obtain also 
that V(zP’, C’) has elements which are smooth outside 2h U {P’} and in par- 
ticular at every point of C’\{P’}. Hence by Bertini theorem a general element 
of V(zP’, C’) is smooth. Furthermore, since either z < 2g - 4 or z = 2g - 3 but 
(2g - 2)P $! (M’@2) we see that a general element of V(zP’, C’) with 2h as a 
component is not an element of V((z + l)P’, C’) because the linear system 
IM'@2(-zP)I of C has not P as a base point. Hence we conclude in this case. 
For the remaining cases we use Remark 1.2. For type (c) with respect to the in- 
teger k = g - 2 we take P with (g - 1)P @ Q[H] (i.e. (g - 1)P $ IM’I) but 
2(g - 1)P E IM’@21. 
Now we will consider the case of a ‘general’ bielliptic curve. 0 
Theorem 1.3. Fix an integer g > 6 and an elliptic curve E. Fix a general set 
B(x) c E with card(B(n)) = 2g- 2 and any M E PicR-‘(E) with MB2 2 
0~(B(n)). Let n : X --+ E be the double covering associated to B(x) and M. Then 
X has as Weierstrass points the 2g - 2 ram$cation points, all of them of type I, 
and 6(g - 1)2 ordinary Weierstrasspoints, i.e. 6(g - 1)2 Weierstrasspoints of type 
(c) with associated integer k = 0. 
Proof. We checked in the introduction the very easy assertion that for general 
B(r) all ramification points are Weierstrass points of type I. Now we consider 
the case of non ramification points and use all the notations introduced in the 
proof of Theorem 0.3. Consider the generalized incidence correspondence 
r := {(P, H): H is a hyperplane of Pgp’ with v @ H and P E T n H} s 
{(P’, C’): C’ E (h @ MI, C’ is smooth and P’ E C’}. Let Z(z) be the subspace of 
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r x Iho2 @MB21 formed by the pairs ((P’,C’),r-l(Y)) with (P’,C’) E r, 
r-l(Y) smooth and r-l(Y) E V(zP’, C’). Let XI : Z(z) -+ r (resp. $’ : Z(z) + 
jh@* @ M@*1) be the first (resp. the second) projection. It is easy to check as in 
the proof of 0.3 that if z > g + 1 V(zP’, C’) has codimension > g + 1 in 
lho2 @ Mo2\, i.e. if z 2 g+ 1 the fibers of 7ri have dimension 2 
dim(lho2 @ M@‘l) -g - 1. Thus dim(Zz) < dim(lho2 @ A40z1) if z 2 g + 1. 
Hence7r:isnotdominantifz>g+l,i.e.ageneral Y”E Ihai2@Mo21isnotin 
V(zP’, C’) for some (P’, C’) and some z > g + 1. Let Qi be the closed subset of r 
corresponding to the pairs (P’, C’) with (g - l)P E IM’(. Note that @has pure 
codimension 1 in r. For types (a) and (b) we use @ instead of r and see that 
V(gP’, C’) has codimension g in V. Counting dimensions as we made above 
using Zz, we see that a general Y” E [ho2 @ MB21 is not in V(gP’, C’) for some 
(P, H) with P E IM’I. By Lemma 1.1 and Remark 1.2 this means that a general 
Y” E (h@* @ M@*l has as Weierstrass points (apart from the ramification 
points) only ordinary Weierstrass points. 0 
Remark 1.4. Fix g 2 6 and E. Fix a type (a), (b) or (c) of Weierstrass points. For 
types (b) and (c) fix also the associated integer k; for type (c) assume k > 0. 
Note that every smooth genus g covering X of E has an involution 0 : X + X 
with E = X/a. A dimensional count similar to the one used in the proof of 
Theorem 1.3 gives the existence of genus g double coverings of E such that each 
of them has exactly 2 (at a point P and at a(P)) non ramification Weierstrass 
points with the chosen type and for types (b) and (c) with the chosen integer 
k > 0, while the other Weierstrass points are ramification points of type I and 
ordinary Weierstrass points. 
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